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MATERIAL AVAILABILITY AND PAINTING PRACTICE: A CASE
STUDY OF SINGAPORE ARTIST GEORGETTE CHEN

ELIZA O’DONNELL, NICOLE TSE* AND AMERRUDIN AHMAD

Grimwade Centre for Cultural Materials Conservation, University of Melbourne, Australia
Balai Seni Visual Negara (National Visual Arts Gallery Malaysia), Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Pioneer artist Georgette Chen (–) is recognised as an influential figure in the early development of modern
art in Singapore, however few studies have been undertaken on her painting materials, their availability and tech-
niques. Building on earlier research, this paper presents a greater understanding of Chen’s paintings through an in
situ technical examination, materials analysis of four oil paintings in the collection of Balai Seni Visual Negara in
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia and documentary source research. The four paintings, Still Life (Ikan Kering) (),
Rambutan and Magosteens (), Mother and Child (Ibu dan Anak) () and Mother (Ibu) (), were
painted in three locations between  and, and are representative of three decades of Chen’s oeuvre. Evidence
suggests that Chen employed a fairly limited range of artist quality materials. Although Chen’s practice coincided
with limitations in trade and distribution of artists’ colourmen materials, she showed a preference for the higher
quality artists’ paints and supports at a time when new proprietary products were being marketed and made avail-
able. Research therefore on the widespread availability of proprietary household paints in Malaysia may not be rel-
evant to Chen, but is of larger relevance for artists painting in this period and the wider technological changes.

KEYWORDS: Georgette Chen, Singapore, Nanyang artists’, Oil paint, Technical art history

INTRODUCTION

Georgette Liying Chen (–) is known as one of
Singapore’s six ‘Pioneer Artists’, a term used to describe
a group of artists who were influential in the early
development of modern art in Singapore (Piyadasa
). Born in  in China, Chen was brought up
in a cosmopolitan environment by her father, living in
Paris, New York, Shanghai and Hong Kong through-
out the first few decades of her life (Figure ) (Chang
& Chang , p. ). Consequently, Chen’s formal
art education was Western informed, with the excep-
tion of periods of time spent in China in her childhood
(Tan ). In , Chen arrived in Singapore as an
established artist, after successful solo exhibitions in
Paris ( and ), China ( and ) and
New York () (Chang & Chang , p. ;
Chia , p. ). Influenced by the modern art move-
ments of Paris, in particular the Post-Impressionists,
Georgette Chen became one of the key figures in the
‘Nanyang’ movement, who brought modernist ideas
to the Singapore artistic community (Piyadasa ).
Marking the th anniversary of independence for

Singapore in  is the opening of the new National
Gallery of Singapore with a focus on Southeast Asian
art and the paintings of Georgette Chen. This highlights
the value of Chen’s artistic production, however there
are few studies on her painting materials and tech-
niques. Adopting technical art history to the in situ

examination and analysis of four oil paintings belong-
ing to Balai Seni Visual Negara (BSVN) (National
Visual Arts Gallery) collection in Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia (Figure ), this paper reports on the material-
ity of Chen’s paintings and the wider influences across
three decades of her oeuvre from  to .

METHODOLOGY

Figures  and  outline the study’s approach utilising an
art material supply and biographical centred frame-
work. The central hypothesis being that the mapping
of Chen’s painting techniques and the range of
materials and technical influences available to her
throughout the mid-twentieth century, can determine
what choices Chen made, her intentions and artistic
preferences. A comparison of historical, archival and
technical information focussed on the availability and
distribution patterns of artists’ materials in Singapore
when Chen arrived in the years following the Second
World War. Textual documentary sources included
art historical literature, exhibition catalogues, newspa-
per articles, advertisements, trade directories and tran-
scripts of oral history interviews, as there were limited
direct written references to Chen’s or other artists’
materials utilised. These were integrated with in situ
technical examination and environmental scanning
electron microscopy with energy dispersive spec-
troscopy (ESEM–EDS) results (see Appendix for
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experimental details). Figure  and Table  detail the
paintings studied and the analytical samples. To
provide a context to these discussions, a brief history
of Georgette Chen and technical influences are first
provided.

GEORGETTE CHEN AND THE NANYANG ARTISTS

Marco Hsu describes the establishment of Nanyang
Academy of Fine Arts (NAFA) in  in Singapore,
as synonymous with the emergence of a new artistic
style and the rebirth of Chinese painting in Malaya
and Singapore (, p. ). Chen’s status as a
Pioneer artist and teacher at NAFA firmly establishes
her within the canon of Malaysian and Singaporean
Modern art history (Kwok , p. ). However,
Hsu claims that Chen’s early life and international art
education in Paris, New York and Shanghai, resulted
in the artists ‘cosmopolitan nature’ as reflected in her
choice of subject matter and materials (Hsu ,
p. ). Chen was among other émigré artists to arrive
in Singapore after the Second World War such as Lim
Hak Tai (–), Chen Wen Hsi (–),
Liu Kang (–) and Cheong Soo Pieng (–
). With sophisticated artistic training and sense
of tradition, the Nanyang artists adopted an exper-
imental approach to modern art, which was derived
from two sources: traditional Chinese painting and

the ‘School of Paris’ (Piyadasa , p. ; Sabapathy
, p. ).

MATERIALS AND TECHNICAL INFLUENCES

Chen experimented with watercolour, pastels and cer-
amics throughout her career, however oil paints were
her preferred medium and she gained a thorough
knowledge of their properties and limitations through-
out her career (Sabapathy ). From  to 
Russian artist Victor Podgursky was hired as a private
art tutor to teach Chen and her sister oil painting in
Shanghai. In the years to follow, Chen continued her
art studies at the Art Students League in New York
(–) and the French art Academie Colarossie
and Academie Bilou in Paris (–). During her
years as a student and emerging artist, Chen most
likely had access to a wide range of European materials,
including oil paints and linen supports, materials that
she would continue to use upon settling in Singapore.
In , Chen wrote in a letter to a friend, ‘… pastel
came later… but mainly my work is in oils… I like
oil painting. I think it is a very complex medium’
(Chen ). Chen was also known to complete pre-
liminary oil sketches, some of which formed the basis
for future pieces (Chia , p. ). Her trademark
style was heavily influenced by the bold considered
brushwork of the French Post-Impressionists. Chen

FIG. . Biographical timeline of Georgette Lying Chen (–).

FIG. . Georgette Chen’s paintings examined, ©Balai Seni Visual Negara.
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adopted Impressionist ‘en-plein air’ painting in Singa-
pore, artist Tan Tee Chie recalls her saying, ‘I like paint-
ing from nature, the traditional Chinese technique does
not suit me’ (Tan ).

AVAILABILITY OF ART MATERIALS AFTER THE

SECOND WORLD WAR

While NAFA students, alumni and local artists in Singa-
pore created a demand for trade and distribution of art
materials, the outbreak of the Second World War in
 (ending in ), significantly affected material
availability and artistic practice. Two important dis-
tinctions in material availability can be considered;
artist quality materials and non-artist quality materials,
typically commercial household paints.

ARTIST QUALITY MATERIALS: STRAITS COMMERCIAL ART

COMPANY

Established in  by NAFA graduate Tay Long,
Straits Commercial Art Company (Straits Commercial)
was the first organised supplier of art materials in Sin-
gapore. Long had a good relationship with the

Pioneer artists of Singapore, many of whom were tea-
chers at NAFA, and sought to advise them as a supplier
of specialist art products by building up the first art
materials market in Singapore (Tse , p. ).
Archival art materials from British Artists’ Colourmen
firms, such as Reeves, Winsor & Newton and
Rowney that date from its beginnings, are still found
in an archival display at Straits Commercial. Interviews
with the proprietors of the company, noted that British
materials were initially requested by English expatriate
artists’ and distributed by Straits Commercial, but
quickly found a market with the local artists (Tse
, p. ).
A review of material supply merchants in the –

 Malayan trade directory shows the available
imported artist quality and non-artist quality materials
(Table ). Materials including paintbrushes and picture
frames were imported by Leng & Sons Ltd and Chin
Chin frame makers, respectively, as well as a broad
range of ‘artists’ requisites’ imported by Straits Com-
mercial (Malayan Trade Directory –,
p. ). Unfortunately no specific artists’ colourmen
brands are noted. Again interviews with descendants
of Straits Commercial suggest the distribution of pre-

FIG. . Artist material supply centred approach.
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primed linen canvases imported from Belgium, rabbit
skin glue in small quantities, commercially constructed
strainers using local woods and oil paints (Tse &
Sloggett , p. ). As the only art supplier at the
time, it is likely that Georgette Chen acquired artists’
quality oil paints and linen supports from Straits Com-
mercial, and these were most probably British colour-
men firms given Singapore’s British Free Trade Port
status (Ong , p. ).

NON-ARTIST QUALITY MATERIALS: PROPRIETARY

HOUSEHOLD PAINTS

The majority of imported materials listed in Table 
were non-artist, proprietary house paints. This provides
a firm basis to the supply of materials in the region
(Malayan Trade Directory –). Further,
given British colonial links, it is likely that the develop-
ment and formulation of proprietary paint coatings in
Malaya was heavily influenced by the UK. According
to Harriet Standeven, paint production in Britain was
carried out by large chemical companies rather than
traditional paint manufacturers (, p. ). The
British Imperial Chemical Industries (ICI), for
example, is listed along with other traders of English
origins such as Yorkshire Dyeware and Chemical Co.,
Sheffield, Walpamur & Co. and Torbay Paint Co in
Table . Local companies such as Orient Paint,
Colour and Varnish Co. and PARMalayan Paintworks
Ltd exporting proprietary products from Shanghai

and Singapore, respectively, were found to be the
exception.

In due course advertisements started to appear in the
local newspaper The Straits Times that marketed pro-
prietary paints for use in tropical climates signifying a
geographic shift in practices. For example, Figure 
shows an advertisement that appeared in The Straits
Times in , directly marketing a new formulation
of emulsion paint manufactured locally for use in a tro-
pical climate. In  PAR Malayan Paintworks Ltd
established a research laboratory in their factory in
Pasir Panjang, Singapore, signalling a milestone in
paint production on a local scale (The Straits Times 
August , p. ). Advancements in research and
development within a regionally relevant setting pro-
vided further insight into the various stages of manufac-
ture, from the raw materials to the finished product, to
achieve a proprietary household paint suitable for a tro-
pical climate (The Straits Times  August , p. ).

IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES

Following the lead of the ICI in Malaya, from 
ICI were instrumental in the trade and distribution of
proprietary paints in the region. Trade chronicles of
manufactures and merchants reviewed from  to
 list ICI as an importer/exporter of ‘chemicals, fer-
tilisers, dyestuffs and manufacturers of raw materials’
(The Directory & Chronicle of China, Japan, Korea,
Indo-China, Straits Settlements, Malaya, Siam, Nether-
lands, India, Borneo, The Philippines & c., ; ;

FIG. . Biographical centred approach.
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; ; ). It is well known that ICI produced
paint and lacquer since its inception, particularly with
the alkyd-based Dulux® paints in , which
marked a shift away from earlier lead-based paints
(Kennedy , p. ). As a market for ICIs products
was established in Malaya and Thailand, ICI felt it
should create a closer contact with the Malayan
market and in  an ICI office opened in Singapore
(Imperial Chemical Industries ). In the years that
followed, long established local distributors The
Borneo Company Ltd and Sime Darby & Co., were
appointed to distribute the company’s products in
Malaya (Imperial Chemical Industries ). In ,
ICI announced plans to begin building a factory in
Petaling Jaya, Kuala Lumpur to ‘improve services to
paint users in Malaya’ (Figure ). By , the paint
factory was complete (Figure ), with the presence of
ICI in Malaya flagging a shift towards the production
of proprietary household paint on a local scale.
An ICI advertisement published in  demon-

strates recent advances made in synthetic paints for
artists’ use (Figure ). The European imagery of the aca-
demic artist holding a paintbrush and seated at an easel
is marketed directly to the professional artist. The
advertisement draws comparisons between the newer
stable ICI colourants over a traditional palette of inor-
ganic pigments, such as ‘Monastral Blue’ to replace
Prussian blue, cadmium red to replace vermilion and
zinc and titanium to replace lead white. This advertise-
ment suggests that ICI was marketing its proprietary
products for artists’ use in  with the comment:

Until comparatively modern times, the artist had
to buy the raw materials for his paints and then
purify and compound them himself… now the
artist has no such problems as the most recent
results of chemical testing are available to him
in his studio.

It can also be argued that ICI may have even been
claiming ‘the quality’ and ‘science of chemistry’ in its
products. We see this again in  with a series of
ICI advertisements in The Straits Times illustrating
the use of lead, chromium, barium, zinc and iron for-
mulated in its proprietary paints. These advertisements
not only confirm the use of inorganic pigments in ICI
commercial paints in Singapore but also the marketing
of high-quality products.

IN SITU TECHNICAL EXAMINATION

Returning to the four paintings belonging to BSVN
and the potential use of these materials in Chen’s
paintings, they were executed over three decades
and the years of manufacture correspond with three
cities of residence; Hong Kong in  (Still Life
(Ikan Kering)), Penang in  (Rambutans and
Magosteens) and Singapore in  (Mother and
Mother and Child). Technical examination of the
paintings in reflected, raking and ultraviolet (UV)
light showed light brown locally constructed strainer
with mitre joins, likely to be a local wood jelutong
(Figure c). The linen supports were discoloured and

TABLE . LIST OF MATERIAL SUPPLY MERCHANTS FROM  TO  MALAYAN TRADE DIRECTORY.

Company Country of
origin

Page
#

Product

Leng & Sons Ltd. England  Paint brushes
Howard and Sons England  Chemicals
Tar Residuals Ltd England  Chemicals
Arathoon and Co. (Singapore) Singapore  Machinery of all descriptions; chemicals,

gums, etc.
Ban Sieng & Co. (Penang) Malaysia  Wholesale textile merchants
Blue the Bird Bookshop (KL) Malaysia  Booksellers, newsagents & stationers
Chin Chin frame makers (ipoh) Malaysia  Picture frames
Straits Commercial Art Co. Singapore  Dealers in Artists’ requisites
Lead Pigments and Chemicals Ltd. LPC England  Lead pigments, dyes and chemicals
Imperial Chemical Industries England  Duco lacquers, Dulux finishes, oil paints and

varnishes
Orient Paint, Colour & Varnish Co. Ltd
Shanghai

Shanghai  Paint and varnish

P.A.R. Malayan Paint Works, Ltd Malaysia  Paints, enamels, varnishes, distempers
Sheffield England Industrial paints and other paint products
Torbay Paint Co. Ltd, England England  Paints
Tropical Paint & Oil Co. USA  Tropical paint and enamel
Walpamur & Co. Ltd England  Paints and distemper
Yorkshire Dyeware and Chemical Co. England  Dyes and chemicals

MATERIAL AVAILABILITY AND PAINTING PRACTICE 
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brittle around the tacking margins and verso had
localised areas of discolouration consistent with a
painting of this age, with the exception of Mother
which appeared stable (Figure e). The ground layer
was uniformly applied similar in appearance to an
artists’ primed canvas. The upper paint layers were
applied flatly and sparingly with the ground layer
and texture of the support visible (Figure a), which
was consistent across the four paintings. A dis-
coloured yellow accretion characteristic of varnish
was observed within the blue background of Mother

(Figure b). UV examination revealed an inconsistent
light green fluorescence characteristic of a natural
resin varnish layer (Figure h). Examination in
raking light revealed localised areas of slightly
impasto brush strokes and minor undulations in the
support (Figure g), consistent throughout each paint-
ing. The artists’ trademark signature ‘Chen’ was
identified in each BSVN painting (Figure f). In the
case of Rambutans and Magosteens, the canvas had
been reworked with an unrelated image below.
These results were consistent with an earlier study

TABLE . SUMMARY OF PROPOSED PIGMENTS AND ESEM–EDS RESULTS FROM CHEN’S PAINTINGS: STILL LIFE (IKAN KERIN)
(), RAMBUTAN AND MAGOSTEENS (), MOTHER AND CHILD (IBU DAN ANAK) () AND MOTHER (IBU) ().

Painting title, date and
image

Sample number and
location

Sample colour Proposed pigments: ESEM–EDS results

Still Life (Ikan Kering)
()

GC.
Face left tacking margin
(,  mm)

Blue/green
pigment and
ground layer

Chromium oxide?/ Viridian?
Lead sulphate
Lead white
Calcium-based white
Zinc white
Quartz

GC.
Lower horizontal tacking
margin (,  mm)

Red pigment and
ground layer

Red iron oxide (FeO)
Calcium-based white
Lead white
Silicon dioxide (extender)
Quartz

Rambutan and
Magosteens ()

GC.
Lower corner of proper
right vertical member (,
 mm)

Red, blue, white
pigments and
ground layer

Ultramarine blue (Al Na OSi)
Lead white
Calcium-based white
Zinc white
Silicon dioxide (extender)

Mother and child
()

GC.
Lower horizontal tacking
margin (,  mm)

Dark blue
pigment

Fe?—Prussian blue

GC.
Proper left vertical tacking
margin (extension of
woman’s arm) (, 
mm)

White pigment,
ground layer

Basic lead carbonate
Quartz
Zinc white
Potassium aluminium silicate extender
pigments

Mother () GC.
Lower horizontal tacking
margin (,  mm)

White pigment
and ground layer

Calcium-based white
Titanium white
Zinc oxide (ZnO) white hiding
pigment. Presence of barium, sulphate
and zinc is suggestive of lithopone (c.
% zinc sulphide and % barium)
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of nine of Chen’s paintings in the collection of the
National Heritage Board apart from the auxiliary sup-
ports that had been replaced (Tse ).

MATERIALS ANALYSIS

Analysis of cross-section samples of each painting
aimed to distinguish between Chen’s use of artists’
quality and commercial household paints. Pigments
‘can be broadly divided into three categories: white
hiding pigments, white extender pigments and coloured
pigments’ (Standeven , p. ). Due to sampling
limitations, analysis primarily focussed on the tacking
margins and a relatively small range of coloured pig-
ments. ESEM–EDS was used to identify inorganic

pigments and identification of white hiding and exten-
der pigments to characterise the quality of the paint
as shown in Table  (Koussiaki ).
A review of all samples revealed trends correlating to

Chen’s consistent use of white hiding pigments; basic
lead carbonate (PbCO) and zinc oxide (ZnO), and
extender pigments; quartz (silica) (SiO), calcium-based
white (CaCo?) and potassium aluminium silicate
(KO–AlO–SiO–HO). Overall the relative peak
heights with SEM EDS imply higher levels of Pb in com-
parison to Zn which is suggestive of an artist tube paint
or ground rather than a commercial product (Arslano-
glu et al. , p. ). Further the majority of white
paint layers with backscatter electron images, appear
as distinct light phased Pb particles, likely to be basic

FIG. . Advertisement with direct marketing for use in tropical climates. The Straits Times,  November , p. .
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lead carbonate, with intermittent grey phases of ZnO.
A green fluorescent sparkle characteristic of zinc
oxide under UV light was found in Rambutan and
Magosteens, Mother and Child and Mother.

RESULTS

See Table .

DISCUSSION

It is our good fortune to belong to the part of the
world, which is an important crossroad between

East and the West. This geographical impact
makes us all cosmopolites in many of our way
and thoughts, so it is not by accident that a
western and eastern media are offered to you in
this academy. A good assortment of art materials
too are available here. (Chen )

As expressed by Chen, art materials of ‘western and
eastern’ origins were readily available in Singapore
as modernism emerged in the region. Linking the
identified materials to their origins, and differentiating
whether they are western artists’ materials, imported
commercial products or of eastern origins, is a chal-
lenge, and a necessary consideration in a discussion
of material availability (Kowalski & Tse ; Stan-
deven ). In summary, the pigments were attribu-
ted to basic lead carbonate, zinc oxide, titanium white
and extender pigments; quartz, calcium-based white,
barium sulphate and potassium aluminium silicate.
Both lead carbonate and lead sulphate were known
to be available through the intra-Asian trade with
China, as evidenced by export records such as: The
Directory & Chronicle of China, Japan, Korea, Indo-
China, Straits Settlements, Malaya, Siam, Nether-
lands, India, Borneo, The Philippines & c. (;
; ). The  Dictionary of the Economic
Product of the Malay Peninsula, lists lead sulphate

as the best known ore of lead, found in many
locations in the Malay Peninsula, the largest bodies
being in limestone used in the production of paints
(Dictionary of the Economic Product of the Malay
Peninsula , p. ). However, lead carbonate

was not worked on as an ore of lead in the Malay
Peninsula, the closest source located in the basin of
Sungai Liang, Brunei (Dictionary of the Economic
Product of the Malay Peninsula , p. ). Basic
lead carbonate was identified in each of the paintings;

FIG. . ICI advertisement, The Straits Times,  January , p. .

FIG. . Opening of ICI in Malaya notice, The Straits Times,
 October , p. .
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with locally available material lead sulphate only
identified in Still Life (Ikan Kering). Painted in Hong
Kong in , the presence of lead sulphate in Still
Life (Ikan Kering) is not significant to this study. As
lead carbonate was not known to be manufactured
from materials available in the region, the strong
presence of this pigment suggests that pre-prepared
artist colourmen paints containing lead carbonate
were likely to be imported, and possibly made avail-
able to Chen through art suppliers such as Straits
Commercial.
The strong presence of barium and zinc sulphide in

Mother identified in ESEM–EDS spectra is indicative
of lithopone (ZnS–BaSO). The amount of barium
was significantly greater than zinc, which would
imply lithopone of roughly % barytes, % zinc sul-
phide and a small amount of zinc oxide (Standeven
, p. ). Lithopone is traditionally associated
with interior household applications in the –
s and not used as an artists’ pigment due to early
manufacture issues, however it may have been used in

priming coats of modern prepared artists’ canvases
(Gettens and Stout , p. ; Standeven ,
p. ). In the ICI advertisement ‘Palette and Easel’,
the artists’ application of lithopone as a canvas
primer is described for the use of ICI’s commercial
house paint in a fine art context (The Straits Times 
November , p. ). Within the same painting tita-
nium white occurs implying a greater use of twentieth-
century materials.
The proposed presence of lithopone within the

ground layer in Mother may signal a shift towards
Chen’s use of new synthetic materials for her prepara-
tory layers, this change facilitated by companies like
ICI and PAR Malayan Paintworks LTD increasing the
widespread availability of commercial paints at this
time. ICI’s role in the dissemination and availability
of household paints in Singapore from  highlights
precedence for the use of their materials for artists
working in this region.

A CHRONOLOGICAL DISCUSSION OF MATERIAL AVAILABILITY,
PREFERENCES AND SOURCES

The artists’ colourmen paints available to Chen were
predominately English in origin—owing to the trade
distribution. Based on the evidence provided, it is
likely that Chen sought out artist colourmen materials,
including oil paints, linen supports and locally con-
structed strainers from the art supplier Straits Commer-
cial in Singapore. However, in light of Chen’s
cosmopolitan lifestyle prior to her arrival in Malaya
and biographical timeline in Figure , it is also possible
that she sourced materials on her travels and brought
them with her when she arrived in Singapore. It is
also suggested that during her European and American
travels, Chen was exposed to artists’ working with new
synthetic paints and had some knowledge of their
uptake.

WAR TIME RESTRICTIONS

Artists’ paints were always expensive relative to
house paint, and during the Second World War they
would have been hard to obtain, as it was in Australia,
when manufacturers ceased production (Dredge ,
p. ). Despite these restrictions, Chen’s consistent
use of artist quality oil paints, with the exception of
the lithopone ground, was observed in each painting.
Chen’s adoption of a locally constructed strainer fol-
lowing her arrival in Malaya, may be due to an inter-
ruption in supply of imported artists’ colourmen
materials, forcing Chen to use a local supply (Tse
, p. ). Similarly, the supply of linen canvas
was restricted and not produced locally, which may
explain Chen’s re-use of a previously worked canvas
in Rambutans and Magosteens. Black lines on the turn-
over edge that are inconsistent with the subject matter
suggest that Chen was reusing the support by painting
over an older composition.

FIG. . ‘Palette and Easel’, The Straits Times, November
, p. .
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STRAITS COMMERCIAL ART COMPANY

Straits Commercial was known to be the leading art
supplier in Singapore, selling and distributing artist
quality oil paints and watercolours from British
colourmen firms, pre-primed linen canvases from
Belgium and rabbit skin glue in small quantities

(Gomez Lobon ; Tse , p. ). Certain
artists’ colourmen companies were active in the expor-
tation and marketing of their products to Southeast
Asia (Tse , p. ); however, no physical evidence
was uncovered relating to the development of art
materials specifically made for tropical sources. There-
fore, it is likely that artists’ quality oil paints were

FIG. . Composite image of Georgette Chen, Mother, , oil on canvas, ©Balai Seni Visual Negara, a. Detail in reflected
light. b. Accretion characteristic of varnish. c. Inscription on auxiliary support. d. Recto in reflected light. e Verso in reflected
light. f. Signature. g. Undulations in support, raking light. h. Recto in UV light.
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imported and distributed by art suppliers, such as
Straits Commercial, and made available to Chen via
this supply chain. The established link between Straits
owner Tay Long and the Pioneer Artists’ of Singapore
supports the inference that Chen sourced artist quality
oils and linen supports through Straits Commercial.
Chen’s preference for imported materials, in favour of
commercial house paints, is likely to be informed by
her artistic training in Paris.

FINANCES

A contributing factor to the supply of artist quality
materials is the availability of Chen’s finances to
support artistic practice. Although Chen was born
into a wealthy family, she has described her resources
when living in Penang (–) with her second
husband as ‘tiny and dwindling’, and the prospect of
supporting herself into retirement was a constant
source of anxiety (Chang & Chang ; Chia ,
p. ). Chen did not earn much from the sale of her
paintings, as she was unwilling to part with her works
that took so long to complete (Chia , p. ; Ho
). Whilst teaching at NAFA, Chen’s monthly
salary was not high and she was only paid $ SGD
($ AUD) for a -hour working week, teaching
only two and a half days each week in her first year
at the Academy (Ong , p. ). Chen’s financial
situation may have been a contributing factor to her
preference for locally constructed strainers, opting for
a material that would perform a similar function to a
Western strainer, at a more affordable price.
Limitations to this study involving the scientific

analysis undertaken should be noted. Further materials
analysis using Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
and gas chromatography–mass spectrometry may
determine the binding material to confirm Chen’s pre-
ference for artist quality oils and the presence of a litho-
pone pigment in a proprietary product. A wider
comparative technical study of paintings by Chen
held in the collection of the National Heritage Board,
Singapore and private collections worldwide would
provide a greater understanding of Chen’s materials,
techniques and preferences. Additional investigation
of qualitative trade data to support the newspaper
advertisements pertaining to the availability of artist
and non-artist quality materials would strengthen the
archival research presented in this paper.

CONCLUSION

This studyaims tocontribute to thebodyofknowledgeon
Chen’s practice froma conservation perspective, building
on earlier research. Chen employed a fairly limited range
of materials and some appear consistently throughout
–, such as her use of linen supports and
suggested artists’ oil paints. It is likely that these material
preferences were informed by her Western academic
training inParis, and remaining faithful toacademicprac-
tice throughout her career in spite of wartime restrictions

and the cost of imported products. A departure from
Western academic painting techniques can be identified
with Chen’s use of locally constructed strainers made of
locally sourced materials, and her possible use of pro-
prietary house paint, lithopone, in the ground layer of
Mother (). Limitations to artist quality materials
available in Singapore following the end of the Second
World War may have also facilitated popular use of
these readily available and affordable materials.
The study highlights the availability and distribution

practices of commercial household paints in the region
through trade chronicles and newspaper advertisements,
that appears to be dominated by British companies such
as ICI. With greater awareness of the paint requirements
in Malaya, there was increased marketing of ‘tropical’
paints and shift towards the production of proprietary
household paint on a local scale with the expansion of
the PAR Malayan Paintworks research laboratory in
 and the opening of the ICI factory in Kuala
Lumpur in . Overall an interdisciplinary approach
to this research, employing both documentary sources
and technical evidence, has enabled a more complete
understandingofChen’spracticeandmaterialpreferences,
within the historical and cultural context of Singapore.

APPENDIX: INSTRUMENTAL PARAMETERS

OPTICAL MICROSCOPY WITH UV AUTO FLUORESCENCE

Olympus DP  camera Olympus BX Transmitted and
Reflected light microscope, an Olympus DP camera and a
DELL Optiplex GX computer imaging system used for
analysing the embedded samples and capturing images, ×
and × magnification. All of the cross-section samples
were observed and photographed using the microscope with
reflected light on light setting . Microscopy with UV filter
was used to view cross-sections under a UV light source;
with a mercury vapour discharge lamp.

CROSS-SECTIONS

Samples were mounted in polyester resin, according to a
modified standard method outlined by Kyi and Cahill ().

ESEM–EDS

Philips FEI XL ESEM–EDS was used for elemental
analysis. The instrument was operated via an FEI Graphical
User Interface running on a PC under Windows™  and
a manual hardware interface which implements basic func-
tions. The electron source was a tungsten filament, providing
a beam of up to  kV at spot sizes. For EDS analysis a beam
of  kV and spot size  is generally used. This EDS system
was an OXFORD INCA and uses a liquid-nitrogen cooled
Si–Li detector with an area of  sq mm and an ATW thin
detector window, which allowed collection of X-rays
between B and U. The system operated under Windows
 via a graphical user interface. The software is capable
of producing semi-quantitative standardless analysis. ESEM
mode was utilised. This enables uncoated samples to be
used, thus the samples were simply mounted, face-up on
double-sided adhesive tape attached to a glass slide and
inserted into the instrument.
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NOTES

 Lead sulphide is known as galena in its natural mineral form
and is called timah hitam in Malay (Dictionary of the Econ-
omic Product of the Malay Peninsula , p. ).

 Lead carbonate is known as cerusite in its natural mineral
form (Dictionary of the Economic Product of the Malay
Peninsula , p. ).
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